
The Butterfly Initiative

He came from Snohomish County in Washington State. Well, that’s where he
started anyway. It was in these interstitial spaces between the brief periods of excitement
that Joseph Jackson almost always began to reminisce. As usual these days his thoughts
turned to his early years which was, he supposed, how he ended up here in the cold rain
waiting for the other three members of his little team.

Originally he came from what seemed like to him one of the only black families
in Snohomish County; maybe even the only one and consequently his childhood had been
somewhat rough in patches. Though he knew he wasn’t the only black kid growing up in
the county, he firmly believed that he was the only one who refused to accept his “place”
and so never truly made friends with any of the other colored youths in the area.

Joe worked his way through college at the University of Washington doing what
he considered demeaning work at a local restaurant to pay his bills. He lived in a cramped
basement and sustained his body with food gained from the restaurant (legitimately and
otherwise). So demeaning was the work, he thought, that to this day he has not told a
single soul the name of the place.

Now, forty years later, Joseph Jackson- “Joe” to his friends- was definitely not
without shoes- nor was he without much of anything else. Joe Jackson had made his
millions doing something he hadn’t known much about. This did not matter, however, as
Joe knew money. He knew the smell, the weight, the color, the fine detail on a thousand
dollar bill. So intimately familiar with money was he that he dreamed of it every night.
From the first nickel he had earned in ‘64 at the age of 11 he had been hooked. The
pursuit of fortune had consumed his life as drugs to an addict; and this, he thought,
looking around at the massive Douglas Firs surrounding his small campsite, was like his
rehab.

From a young age, Joe had loved disorder and chaos. This was usually contingent
on two factors: the first being that he was not personally involved, the second was that
there was some measure of underlying social problem that people felt could only be
resolved one way or another with disobedience or violence. He enjoyed civil-rights
footage and the televised Watts riots almost as much as cash money.

After his businesses ran themselves and he no longer had much to do, Joe settled
in Portland, Oregon for a time in order to feed his newest hobby- cutting the heads off
parking meters. Inspired by the movie Hud, Joe only made one small change to Paul
Newman’s M.O.; he did the deed stone sober. He was caught only once and charges were
dropped due to Joe’s friends on the City Council. Then one day while he was dutifully
decapitating some of the few remaining quarter-meters in the city he decided that it
wasn’t enough, that he needed a cause and a purpose to which he could apply his love of
all things disorderly and chaotic. He needed to be there, to do something meaningfully
destructive. He wanted to live for the first time.

This, he reflected, was probably the greatest part of why he was standing in the
small copse of evergreens a mile away from the largest source of air pollution in the
Pacific Northwest: Centralia Coal Plant. This was it, their final stop on the trip.



“Fuckin Lewis County.” This was John Jacobson’s first and only thought on the
matter as his battered red ’92 Dodge D150 pickup clattered across the county line. This
wasn’t the first time he had been down this road but hopefully it’d be the last- for better
or for worse.

There had been many Johns in the Centralia coal mines but only one of them was
known as “Big John.” Standing at 6’8 and weighing in at 360 pounds, Big John was often
likened to the legendary figure of John Henry by his crew. That had all changed with his
condition. Early in 2002, Big John had been on his way to work as usual, driving his
battered red pickup down the highway on the way to the mines when he began to feel
lightheaded and a wave of nausea hit him. He managed to pull the truck to the side of the
road and step out, fighting for his breath. Slumped by the side of his truck on the cold
gravel and tire bits he decided that perhaps, just this once, he should go to a doctor. The
spells had come and gone for the last five months, becoming worse in duration and
frequency.

He had made one mistake: he went to the company doc. To this day he cursed
himself for that decision. He had even known better and went anyway. The doc had run
some tests, administered an X-ray, done some other things that Big John didn’t know the
purpose for, wished him a good day, and sent him on his way. The only result Big John
had seen from that trip to the infirmary was a pink slip, which showed up early the next
week. Those bastards even had the nerve to give me a fucking farewell party, he thought.
During which he had been approached by one of the legal department weasels and told, in
not excessively legal terms that if he rocked the boat then he’d better know how to swim-
against the entire corporate legal department, he was then presented with a severance
check for 6 months pay and sent packing.

A week later he had gone to another doctor, one in Centralia who had run more
extensive tests than the company doc had. This doctor had seemed more concerned with
John’s hacking cough that he’d developed over the past few years than with the newer
dizziness and headaches. This doctor gave him news a week later in the form of a
diagnosis for lung cancer and carbon monoxide poisoning. Over the next few years the
big man had worked odd jobs in and around southern Washington, doing what he knew-
jack hammering and manual labor. The medical tests had been very clear about only one
thing: his cancer was inoperable and he had a range of 6 months to 3 years yet to live.
Upon receipt of this news, Big John promptly left the last job he would ever have, hopped
in his pickup, and headed south.

Something besides his hunger and fuel gauge told him to stop in Portland as he
flew down I-5 almost recklessly and he got off at the nearest exit. He had to drive around
for a few minutes, almost turning the wrong way down a couple of one-ways before he
figured the system out. He found a main road and a smallish 24 hour diner that looked as
if it had coffee as bad as its paint job. He pulled in and wandered through the door, taking
a seat in the back near the grill. As he sat, thinking about nothing and staring at the grill,
his eye caught a bit of color underneath the table. Reaching down, he pulled up a tattered
newsprint stained with footprints. Curious, he opened the paper and began to browse each
page, finding a lot of things that he didn’t care much about- Global warming, new bands,
trendy diners, some sort of police shooting debacle. He was about to drop the paper



where he had found it when a bit of text in the want ads jumped out at him. The short
passage had been circled by a previous patron of the restaurant:

Wanted: Anyone with a chip on their shoulder who loves the NW,
I have the means, do you have the time? Must desire purpose/action.

He crumpled the note and stuffed it in a pocket.

Hank Two Rivers had always considered himself an average sort of Indian. He
knew he was at least half Blackfoot from an extinct tribe somewhere in northern
Montana. He also knew a limited amount of dancing, singing, storytelling, foraging, and
hunting. What he did not know, however, was exactly which two rivers his name referred
to. He had asked dozens of men wiser than himself and had never received a clear
answer. His grandmother had raised him, teaching him as much of the old ways as she
could before she succumbed to one of the White man’s illnesses that plagued his people
so when he was still young. He had been placed in a boy’s home for challenged youth by
the state and stayed there until he was fifteen years of age at which time he decided that it
was time to leave and see what the world had to offer.

He spent three years walking the earth, hitch-hiking and train-jumping across the
United States, priding himself in passing through 38 states. Sometimes he scrounged,
sometimes he foraged, once in awhile he set snares and caught his dinner, but he never
begged a handout from any man. In his travels he began to see the destruction wrought on
the land by the encroachment of “civilization” in ever corner of the world. No matter
where he would go there was always sign of passerby: a beer can here, a wrapper there,
tracks, tires, toilets. He began to resent the destruction of the land to which he felt a
strong bond. So did his campaign against the forces of industry and commerce begin. He
took opportunities where he found them: a bulldozer here, a construction site there.
Sometimes on Sundays when the populace it seemed was all in church, he would set fire
to a factory or spray-paint special messages on a business.

It was one of these times when he was attempting to light a match in the wind in a
small town in Idaho that he was discovered by an Idaho State Trooper who had been
watching him the entire time over a cup of bad coffee and an apple fritter. The sugar
glaze sloughed off his clip-on tie as he handcuffed Hank and placed him in the back of
his car. The case was plead out and instead of two years in prison, he was court-mandated
200 hours of community service. The only service Hank did the community in Idaho was
jump the next train to Oregon where he decided that since he was home that it was time
to settle in a bit. After arriving and cleaning up at a local hostel, Hank found the nearest
casino and took a job as a host due to his good figure and solid jaw-line.

This was where Hank found his true calling: gambling. The staff would always
joke that it must just be in the red man’s blood to gamble and Hank never disagreed with
them, though he agreed with their conclusions for reasons different than their own. One
of the regulars began to call him the Red Jack and the name stuck. Though he loved the
work he eventually left, sick of the venal treachery of tribal politics and the bottomless
greed of the few Indians in charge while their people still lived in poverty elsewhere.
They were like the White man, he decided, and had been infected with his disease. This



disease did not attack the body, but rather the spirit and could be even more dangerous
than the most virulent biological agents.

Wandering aimlessly, gambling his way from bar to bar, he made his way to
Portland where he figured he might find a stable place to set up shop. This is how he
found himself in a diner late on a fall night, drinking bad coffee and reading a smallish
local newspaper. As he read he came upon the only thing in the paper that he had found
interesting so far: a small want ad near the back of the paper. He smiled slightly for what
seemed like the first time in a long while and reached into his bag for a pen.

Ellie Florentine was a college student. Not the traditional college student, mind
you, but definitely in college. 26 years old with a gleam in her eye and that eye fixated on
two goals: ecological justice and a Ph. D. As an avid lover of all things Northwest, Ellie
held a Bachelors degree in Environmental Science and had done copious amounts of
graduate work on social justice and the environment, finding through research that there
really was no significant link between the two.

Always a slight and pretty girl, Ellie grew up in Portland, Oregon and had a
relatively uneventful life with her family in Westmoreland until her graduation from high
school. She had volunteered with all the ecological groups on the weekends pulling ivy,
building cob benches, planting native plants, and all manner of other grassroots projects
that made her feel as though she were saving the world.

She took a job as a barista in a Starbucks coffee shop early in her academic career
and had stayed due to the middling benefits that were rare at best in other low end jobs.
She had taken one other job as an information technician when she obtained her
bachelors but found that she actually made more money and had better benefits as a
barista than she did with her new tech job which required a degree.

At some point in her research, Ellie had decided that all of her efforts to save the
environment were well and good, but anemic at best when such a dedicated but small
group pledged their energies to small things. Her academics had turned up some
disturbing ecological information and trends for her in everyday life in the Northwest.
After viewing an Earth First! recruitment video one day in one of her graduate-level
forums on Eco-Terrorism she was filled with a new purpose: Do whatever it takes to save
the Earth by refusing to compromise even one inch, and by taking direct action
immediately. Truly inspired and driven to action, she became involved with a number of
other activists protesting, disobeying, and generally making a nuisance of themselves
whenever they saw a threat to the planet. Her increasing frustration with brutal police
responses to disobedience and the ineffectiveness of unplanned direct action over issues
that few in the mainstream truly cared about led her to stop going to rallies and sitting in
places that she wasn’t supposed to.

Frustrated but still passionate she paced her room pondering a course of action.
After an hour of pacing to nearly inaudible music the answer hit her in a rush and she
scrambled for a pad of paper as if afraid she would forget the idea. Ellie quickly penned
out a short two lines, sealed an envelope addressed to a local weekly paper with a check
for $15 and ran to the mailbox on the nearest street corner. When she returned to her
apartment she relaxed for the first time in forever and slipped into peaceful sleep,
dreaming of growing things.



The cozy coffee shop’s main door cracked open for a moment, then ground open
fully as the newcomer redoubled his efforts against the positive pressure. As the rush of
cold air swept into the common room, two men and a young woman behind the counter
looked up as Big John arrived, a weekly newspaper in his huge hand. Both the darker
skinned man dealing cards and the well dressed black man grinned as they glanced at the
paper and nodded silently. The young woman simply said “Welcome.” Thus does history
begin quietly in small corners of the world.

The Scream. The Corporate cries of rage and pain followed in their wake like a
gargantuan beast roused from its meal by a dozen pinpricks. At first, the events of the
previous three months were reported separately as unrelated incidents until patterns
emerged from the chaos and the media was called upon by its sponsors to manufacture a
crisis- not that it wouldn’t have happened anyway, the process was just speedier when
pushed along. Airwaves filled with headlines such as “Eco Terror: Are Your Children
Safe?”, “A Look into the Mind of Terror”, and other such gems of equally fallacious
nature. Public opinion under control, the Oligarchs sent their hounds afield with orders to
do whatever was necessary to make an example of these “terrorists.”

Dutifully, the local and state law enforcement agencies put their best spokesmen
on the air pledging to redouble their efforts, and then go back to business as usual due to
budget problems. The team is careful not to cross state lines, though the FBI sends agents
anyway because of the media frenzy about “domestic terror.”

Lying in the aftermath is a trucking depot whose owners illegally transport
hazardous waste through populated areas in order to save money and time, a chemical
plant that dumps raw byproduct into the Columbia river, rows upon rows of ruined late
model SUVs just in from factories all over the world, a gas station that washes its ground
with water instead of dry-absorption, and a staging area devoted to shipping Northwest
timber overseas (mostly to Japan).

These were the easy targets, far away from the true goal. These accomplish small
victories but are mostly to garner public attention before the first big push. After each
incident the switchboards light up, police radio traffic increases threefold and hundreds of
officers rush to the scene and then spread out in concentric circles like a disturbed nest of
ants. Some arrests are made, but the suspects are never the perpetrators and so are cut
loose. Frustration abounds in City Hall. The team laughs, grimly.

The battered red pickup tows a trailer down a small two-lane road, both truck bed
and trailer covered with heavy-duty tarp, toolboxes and ladders rattle, held up by a loose
frame. The side of the truck reads “Anderson Contracting: for a brighter future.” Behind
the wheel sits Big John Jacobson. He’d been here a few times but not so much that
anyone would remember him. The Coal plant loomed close as he approached a rear
service entrance. He is dressed in full overalls and has an official (official looking
anyway) contractor pass along with a multitude of tools to add to his credibility. What he
has that other contractors lack is 10,000 lbs of ammonium nitrate fertilizer, tightly
covered and fully rigged to detonate three minutes after the fuse has been set. His truck
rumbles over the gravel road, waking the Rams Security guard dozing in the small shack
by the gate.



The guard, a graying man with more than a little paunch steps onto the ground
outside with two flat feet and trains one eye on the approaching vehicle with it’s two
occupants. As the truck pulls to a stop he sees that the driver is a huge older man and the
passenger is a smaller Mexican-looking type fellow, both seem harmlessly blue-collar
and so he puffs up his chest, relaxes an arm on his gun and approaches. “How can I help
you gentlemen today?” he asks.

The huge man replies after a short cough “We’re here to see about some coolant-
line issues you guys are supposed to be having.”
 “Do you have an appointment?”

“They just asked us to swing by a week ago, said something was leaking and this
was the first we could get free to come all the way over here during the day. Said we
should talk to Matt Zefiro?”

“Oh, alright. Matt is away on vacation for a month but let me call up Steve
Gorman, he’ll know what needs done.”

“Sure, Sure, we’ll wait here.”

Hank’s poker face doesn’t betray his nervousness, nor does Big John’s for a
different reason. Big John isn’t feeling nervous. The security guard finishes up on the
phone and returns with a swagger. “Okay guys, I’ll open the gate, Steve says he’ll be just
a couple of minutes so if you’ll wait over by the office he’ll be there as soon as possible.”
“Sure thing, thanks.” This from Big John.

“Just one thing first,” says the guard “I gotta search your vehicle real quick and
make sure theres no guns, bombs, video cameras and the like.”

“No problem, go ahead.” The guard moves towards the rear of the truck and
pokes at the tool boxes, finding nothing inside but regular pipe-fitter’s tools. He seems
mystified by the tarp and notices a lock holding the tarp down securely.

“You fellas have a key for this?” he asks
“Oh sure, hang on” Big John steps from the vehicle.
“Go ahead and stay in your vehicle sir” says the guard in an official tone, placing

his hand on his holster.
“Oh, I was just gonna open it for you because if you don’t do it right then some of

the gas canisters in there could spill out and some of it aint too nice on bare skin if you
take my meaning.” Says Big John.

The guard considers a moment, then relaxes fractionally, “All right, but just you,
come on.” Big John levers himself ponderously out of the car, causing the left side to lift
a little when free of his weight. He moves slowly to the rear of the vehicle, searching for
keys in the pockets of his overalls. He fumbles with the lock for a second, his back to the
guard then the lock pops open and he pulls the tarp back.

The guard steps forward and pauses, looking dumbfounded at the bare fertilizer.
His mouth opens “Wha-?” He hasn’t time to finish the word as the chemical soaked rag
covers his face, held in place by one massive hand as the other holds the back of his head.
The guard is passed out in a fraction of a second and the big man carries him easily back
to his post to sleep for a little while longer. As he activates the sliding gate and slips back
behind the wheel, the big man checks his watch. “Right on time.”



A phone rings in the power plant’s control center. A man picks it up “Gorman” he
says. He listens for a minute, stiffening slightly and then hangs the phone up. He stands
still for a few moments and then turns to the three technicians sitting at panels. “You
guys, emergency shutdown procedures.” They look at him with wide eyes. “NOW!”
They leap to the task, one scrambling over to a little used panel and pulling a lever.

Beginning deep within the bowels of the plant klaxons begin to blare, alarms join
shortly and fairly soon the entire grounds are abuzz with activity. The technicians and
operators in coveralls begin to run from the building, hardhats flopping as they race
towards vehicles.
Nearby, Joe Jackson watches the show with a huge smile on his face. His binoculars- the
best money can buy- give him front row seats to the greatest show of his life. He paid,
and would continue to pay more for it, but it was worth it, it was all worth it even just for
this one moment of satisfaction. His faith in chaos renewed, he checks his watch…
“Almost time.”

Big John deftly slips the truck and trailer in near the midpoint between the twin
200 foot high stacks, positioned over pressurized steam turbines. The two men get out of
the truck and both go about adjusting the payload, preparing the detonation. It takes them
under a minute, sirens wailing around them, employees evacuating the plant. Big John
checks his watch “20 seconds” he says.

“You ready to run?” asks Hank
“Nope, I’m not goin.”
“What? What do you mean?”
“I’m not goin. You go on now, you aint dyin.”
“Neither are you!”
“Yes I am, be dead in a few months anyhow, and the way I figures it there aint no

better way to go out than when I choose, and as a bonus I get to stick it to these guys” He
indicates the plant with a general wave. With a deft motion Big John sets the fuse and
smiles.

“Go on, remember me and don’t stop fightin, I’ll be cheerin for you fools in the
afterlife.”

Hank extends a hand and Big John solemnly shakes it. “Its been a pleasure John.”
Big John smiles, “Alright now go, times a wastin.”

As Hank’s powerful strides bring him to the gate again a yellow rental van pulls
up and the doors open, revealing a smiling black face and a pretty white one. Hank jumps
in. “Wheres John?” they both ask simultaneously. Hank just shakes his head and crooks a
thumb back towards the plant. They understand. A figure in the distance, too small to be
a god and too large to be a man holds a hand high in a final wave. They cannot see his
face from this distance but they all know, somehow, that he is smiling.

As they speed off they look to their synchronized stopwatches: 3… 2... 1…




